
RESOURCES CURSE THESIS

The resource curse, also known as the paradox of plenty, refers to the paradox that countries with an abundance of.

In many economies that are not resource-dependent, governments tax citizens, who demand efficient and
responsive government in return. The steps of the Dutch disease include: 1. The causation goes in the opposite
direction: conflicts and bad policies created the heavy dependence on exports of natural resources. Subsequent
tests find that oil-rich nations who experience nonviolent, mass-based movements provide better water and
sanitation services than those who experience violent, mass-based movements. FP: Africa's Forever Wars
Among the many frustrations in development, perhaps none looms larger than the "resource curse. Local
ruling elites and foreign capitalists share the resources wealth, leaving the majority impoverished and their
countries underdeveloped. The list of civil conflicts fought at least in part for control of oil and gas resources
is long. However, even when the authorities attempt diversification in the economy, this is made difficult
because resource extraction is vastly more lucrative and out-competes other industries. Google Scholar Armas,
A. January Learn how and when to remove this template message Economic diversification may be delayed or
neglected by the authorities in the light of the temporarily high profits that can be obtained from limited
natural resources. Sachs ed. Google Scholar Bell, M. Finally, the Dodd-Frank Act of mandates annual reports
by U. The difference in the choice of words to describe the same effects stems from the ideological standpoint
from which Third World poverty and underdevelopment is discussed. Google Scholar Wade, R. Download
preview PDF. In countries whose economies are dominated by natural resources, however, rulers don't need to
tax their citizens because they have a guaranteed source of income from natural resources. Given this sorry
picture, can anything be done? Google Scholar Ohno, K. Our best estimates indicate that an increase of 0.
Other researchers, however, dispute this conclusion; they argue that natural resources generate easily taxable
rents that more often than not result in increased spending on education. It reports that their conclusions are
only valid for the period before the s, but since about , there has been a pronounced resource curse. Google
Scholar Loser, C. They are not universal and in many cases lack participation from critical emerging
economies. One culprit may be the so-called "Dutch disease," whereby resource revenues raise a country's
exchange rate, hurting competitiveness in non-resource sectors. The concentration of capital, labor and
economic resources to a single industry can leave countries vulnerable to a downturn in that industry. The
large cash inflows from silver reduced incentives for industrial development in Spain. To the political
economists on the other hand, external factors such as the volatility of world commodity prices, capital flight,
tax evasion, colonialism, imperialism, neocolonialism and globalisation cause underdevelopment. Second,
wealth from resources may enable rebel groups to finance their operations.


